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Abstract: Landscape connectivity is increasingly promoted as a conservation tool to combat the
negative effects of habitat loss, fragmentation, and climate change. Given its importance as a key
conservation strategy, connectivity science is a rapidly growing discipline. However, most landscape
connectivity models consider connectivity for only a single snapshot in time, despite the widespread
recognition that landscapes and ecological processes are dynamic. In this paper, we discuss the
emergence of dynamic connectivity and the importance of including dynamism in connectivity
models and assessments. We outline dynamic processes for both structural and functional connectivity
at multiple spatiotemporal scales and provide examples of modeling approaches at each of these
scales. We highlight the unique challenges that accompany the adoption of dynamic connectivity
for conservation management and planning in the context of traditional conservation prioritization
approaches. With the increased availability of time series and species movement data, computational
capacity, and an expanding number of empirical examples in the literature, incorporating dynamic
processes into connectivity models is more feasible than ever. Here, we articulate how dynamism is
an intrinsic component of connectivity and integral to the future of connectivity science.

Keywords: functional connectivity; structural connectivity; dynamic connectivity; corridor; wildlife
conservation; biodiversity conservation

1. Introduction

Protected areas comprise less than 15% of the terrestrial area of the planet [1], and the
remaining unprotected natural lands are becoming increasingly threatened due to deforestation
and the expansion of urban areas and agricultural land [2,3]. Habitat loss and fragmentation are key
drivers of biodiversity loss [4,5], and can increase the risk of extinction for species [6,7]. Identifying,
maintaining, and enhancing landscape connectivity—the degree to which the landscape facilitates
movement—is considered an important conservation tool that can reduce the negative effects of habitat
loss and fragmentation [7–11]. Connectivity has been shown to increase the movement of individuals,
which contributes to dispersal, migration, and gene flow and promotes population recolonization or
establishment in unoccupied areas [12,13]. Connectivity also maintains viable metapopulations and
can contribute to the demographic rescue of small, isolated populations [2,14].
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Because of the positive effects of connected landscapes [11], connectivity research has quickly
grown, reflected in the almost doubling per decade of connectivity conservation plans [15]. Connectivity
research emerged from the marriage of classic metapopulation theory [16,17] and landscape
ecology [18–20]. Metapopulation theory highlighted the importance of landscape structure and
dispersal in population viability, and eventually evolved into spatially realistic metapopulation
models [21]. These models formally incorporated connectivity and its importance in patch colonization
and metapopulation persistence metrics; however, connectivity was conceptualized only as straight-line
distance [22]. Landscape ecology, inspired by Merriam’s first definition of “landscape connectivity” [23],
highlighted the fact that movement among colonized patches is not only a function of distance, but also
of the quality of the matrix (the portion of the landscape that extends among identified habitat patches)
in facilitating movement [24,25]. Connectivity analyses typically explore patch, corridor, and matrix
parameters in terms of how these components of the landscape may promote or limit movement across
the landscape [26].

As landscape ecology has evolved and developed, the recognition of landscapes as dynamic
has become the norm (e.g., dynamic surface water bodies, phenology, forests that undergo clear-cuts,
disturbances). However, despite this conceptual evolution and the established theoretical and
conceptual understanding of metapopulation dynamics [27], landscape connectivity approaches usually
lack the quantification of dynamics over seasonal, yearly, and decadal scales. Because landscapes are
continually changing across scales, connectivity for a single instance may not apply universally across
time (e.g., Figure 1); therefore, incorporating dynamics into connectivity modeling has the potential to
result in a more realistic and accurate understanding of connectivity.

Like static connectivity models, dynamic connectivity models can be divided into two broad
approaches (see Box 1): (1) structural connectivity, where the focus is on the contiguity of landscape
features (e.g., forest strips along riparian areas, hedgerows), under the assumption that configuration
will facilitate movement or flow; or (2) functional connectivity, where the focus is not only on
landscape features, but also on species-specific responses to those landscape features [18]. Changes in
structural connectivity are more easily observed and quantified than changes in functional connectivity,
which are context-specific and affected by landscape change as well as population density, season,
life stage, food availability, vagility, and perceptual range. Whether modeling structural or functional
connectivity, the importance of considering dynamism cannot be understated: static connectivity
models can underestimate connectivity, bias connectivity metrics, and result in different conservation
priorities when compared with dynamic models [28–30].

Limits on data availability and computational power have likely hindered modeling the
complexities of connectivity in dynamic systems. However, with the release of large troughs of
decades of time-series satellite data, the availability of future climate and land-use projections,
the increased ability to track species’ movements, and advances in computational capacity which
can support the systematic modelling of landscape dynamics, dynamic connectivity analyses are
on the rise. The challenge then becomes how much and to what extent dynamism should be
incorporated into a connectivity model, and how to meaningfully distill the results of these dynamic
complexities so that they can be used in conservation planning. The familiar concepts of spatial
prioritization such as complementarity, redundancy, and irreplaceability (see Box 1), widely applied
to conservation planning in static environments [31], can also provide a foundation for dynamic
connectivity planning. Building on such a foundation by incorporating dynamic processes into
conservation planning provides an opportunity to develop more realistic landscape representations
and strengthen conservation outcomes.

In this paper, we aim to contextualize the emergence and importance of dynamic connectivity.
We provide an overview of the rise of dynamic connectivity and explain the importance of including
dynamism in connectivity models. Building on this conceptual foundation, we identify aspects of
dynamic connectivity at different spatiotemporal scales, highlight approaches for connectivity analyses
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in a dynamic framework, and discuss how dynamic connectivity can support effective landscape
management and conservation.Land 2020, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW 3 of 16 

 
Figure 1. Examples of dynamic landscape connectivity. Figure represents dynamic connectivity (lines 
with arrows) for a migratory ungulate. The area of land that supports connectivity changes depending 
on intra-annual dynamics such as seasons, intermittent dynamics such as disturbance, and 
interannual dynamics such as anthropogenic development and climate change. This figure is an 
illustrative example of only a few dynamics discussed in the paper. Please see text for additional 
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Figure 1. Examples of dynamic landscape connectivity. Figure represents dynamic connectivity
(lines with arrows) for a migratory ungulate. The area of land that supports connectivity changes
depending on intra-annual dynamics such as seasons, intermittent dynamics such as disturbance,
and interannual dynamics such as anthropogenic development and climate change. This figure
is an illustrative example of only a few dynamics discussed in the paper. Please see text for
additional information.
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Box 1. Glossary of key terms for dynamic landscape connectivity. Some of these terms, such as
complementarity, irreplaceability, and redundancy, are an extension and new application of the same
terms used in the literature for conservation prioritization.
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2. Moving from Static to Dynamic Landscapes

Whereas landscapes were traditionally considered to be static in early modeling and planning
efforts, the dynamic nature of landscapes is now well established and embraced [32]. Water bodies,
ocean areas, forests, grasslands, shrublands, and other systems are all recognized as dynamic systems
that undergo change from natural and anthropogenic disturbances and other ecosystem processes.
Despite the acceptance of landscapes (and seascapes) as dynamic, current paradigms and approaches
to landscape connectivity are usually evaluated using static, single spatial “snapshots” in time [33,34]
or seasonal time periods [35–37]. Ignoring dynamics in landscapes that have high natural temporal
variability in available habitat, quality, and spatial arrangement can lead to erroneous conclusions
regarding connectivity. For example, Bishop-Taylor et al. [30] evaluated static and dynamic connectivity
to prioritize habitats for conservation. They found that for regions that exhibit a high spatiotemporal
variability, static connectivity did not effectively quantify connectivity [30]. In addition, Wimberly
et al. [38] observed differences in population sizes and patch occupancy between models that used
static versus dynamic landscapes. What these and other examples (e.g., [39–41]) demonstrate is
that quantifying landscape connectivity in a dynamic framework allows for the identification of
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both dynamic and persistent areas for spatiotemporal connectivity. Despite these examples, there is
a recognized knowledge gap in conceptual and applied approaches to address dynamic landscape
connectivity [42].

In contrast to connectivity work in terrestrial systems, the concept of connectivity as a dynamic
process has been central to understanding how species, populations, and communities respond
to and interact with dynamic environments in ocean and freshwater research [43,44]. Dynamic
connectivity is recognized to be a primary driver of population dynamics in these systems, integral to
reproduction, recruitment, dispersal, and survival. In oceans, the concept of dynamic connectivity first
centered largely on larval transport and settlement. While early studies considered connectivity to
be stable or invariant, for the past several decades connectivity has been recognized as an emergent
property, reflecting underlying dynamic processes [45] and a coupled relationship between organisms
and the biophysical ocean environment [46]. The integrated exploration of biophysical modelling
and connectivity within ocean science may explain why dynamic connectivity is foundational to
population dynamics research both in real time and for future projections or forecasts of the potential
impacts of shifts in connectivity [47]. The concept of dynamic connectivity is also central to ocean
resource management, where research on marine protected areas has found that patterns of connectivity,
which change across short temporal and large spatial scales, are critical to maintaining viable ecosystems
and populations [48–50].

Similarly, the importance of incorporating connectivity as a dynamic feature has been identified
in freshwater research [51,52], with analyses of longitudinal data suggesting that static approaches
to assess connectivity fail to capture key connectivity measures [30]. Given the dynamic processes
that govern many aquatic systems—e.g., droughts, floods, intermittent flow—it is not surprising
that connectivity metrics have been found to shift by orders of magnitude in response to changing
conditions [53]. In wetlands, connectivity across the landscape has also been found to be an emergent
and dynamic property [54] and closely tied to climate-driven variation and climate change [55].
These dynamic connectivity examples in marine and aquatic systems highlight the potential importance
of incorporating dynamics into landscape connectivity and serve as guideposts for how dynamism has
been integrated in other systems.

3. Key Features of Dynamic Landscape Connectivity

The key features of dynamic landscape connectivity involve the interplay of changes in the
landscape and changes in movement and flow over time, leading to temporal and spatial variation
in structural and functional connectivity [56–58] (Figure 2). Therefore, the degree of dynamism in
landscape connectivity is linked to processes occurring at different spatial and temporal scales.
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Figure 2. Spatiotemporal scaling issues in dynamic landscape connectivity approaches. (a) Landscape
dynamics, (b) movement dynamics, and (c) challenges to connectivity have processes at fine to coarse
spatial scales over short to long temporal scales. The interplay of all three of these features drives
dynamic landscape connectivity.
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Landscapes vary over time from both natural and anthropogenic change, leading to dynamic
structural connectivity. Temporal variation from natural disturbances, succession, and climate cycles
(e.g., seasonality) can lead to changes in the locations of suitable habitat and its influence on connectivity
over time [59]. For example, during droughts, connectivity changed dramatically for painted turtles
(Chrysemys picta) using a pond network in an agricultural landscape in Virginia [60]. Anthropogenic
change from habitat loss, fragmentation, conversion of the matrix, invasive species, and climate change
can lead to both pulsed and long-term changes across landscapes, altering structural connectivity over
time. Habitat loss will reduce connectivity over time by increasing patch isolation, which can accelerate
biodiversity loss [61]. Alternatively, habitat restoration and the creation of corridors can increase
structural connectivity over time, providing long-term gains to biodiversity through the accumulation
of colonization over decades [7].

Movement can also vary over time, leading to dynamic functional connectivity. Such variation can
arise on short time scales, from changes in daily home range movements to access changing resources
or from seasonal variation in movement based on migration, nomadism, or related seasonal constraints
(e.g., breeding behavior). Temporal variation in dispersal can also arise based on different limitations
to natal versus breeding dispersal [62]. For instance, when most dispersal in a species arises from natal
dispersal (i.e., the movement of an individual from its natal site to a breeding site), variation over time
may be largely driven by temporal shifts in birth rates in local populations. These variations can alter
interpretations of landscape connectivity [63]. Across longer time scales, information on gene flow is
often used to interpret landscape connectivity [64], where such information is typically capturing the
potential for movement over multiple generations [65]. Colonization dynamics can vary over long time
periods, leading to spatial variation in range dynamics and “colonization credits” for biodiversity [66].

While dynamic connectivity can occur based solely on changes in movement or changes
in landscape structure, ultimately these issues are likely to operate in concert to drive dynamic
connectivity [67,68]. For example, recent climate change has resulted in more spatially synchronous
weather patterns, which in turn are related to increased metapopulation synchrony for the Glanville
fritillary butterfly (Melitaea cinxia) [69].

4. Approaches for Modeling Dynamic Landscape Connectivity

Recent advances have made it possible to incorporate an array of spatiotemporal dynamics into
connectivity models, which allow for more comprehensive and robust assessments of ecosystem
processes, natural variability, and the impacts of threats and stressors (Figure 2). Connectivity models
emerging from different landscape or movement dynamics should match the scale of the ecological
process of interest [70].

For finer spatiotemporal scales of days, weeks, months, and seasons, most dynamic connectivity
approaches have been functional. This is likely due to the different velocities of dynamism for structural
and functional connectivity. Aside from infrequent disturbance events, terrestrial landscape elements
that comprise structural connectivity change over longer temporal periods. In contrast, dynamic
functional connectivity, reflected by changes in species’ movement in response to their environment,
has the potential to change over the span of a few hours to multiple generations.

Functional dynamic connectivity at smaller spatiotemporal scales has incorporated environmental
data such as differences in daily temperature, precipitation, weather, or daylight and measured
species’ responses to these changes. For example, Jarvis et al. [71] analyzed amphibian movement
and connectivity through a road underpass as a function of time of day and daily temperature and
precipitation measurements. Cormont et al. [72] analyzed butterfly movement, dispersal, and patch
colonization as a function of temperature, solar radiation, and cloudiness, and found that all response
variables increased with increasing temperatures and solar radiation but decreased with cloudiness.
Fine-scale dynamic functional connectivity within a 24 h period may also be influenced by changes
in human activity or fluctuations in the presence of other species. For example, Zeller et al. [73]
parsed out GPS telemetry data on black bears (Ursus americanus) into daytime and nighttime locations
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and found differences in probability of movement and connectivity during these two diel periods.
Black bears were altering their movement patterns to be more active at night in human-dominated
areas, thereby avoiding the risk involved with human interaction (cf. [74]).

At moderate spatiotemporal scales, incorporating seasonality is perhaps the most common form
of modeling dynamic functional connectivity. Landscape dynamics may be represented using seasonal
land use/land cover maps, while movement data may be subset to different seasons for analysis.
For example, Mui et al. [39] used seasonal land use/land cover maps and expert opinion to parameterize
resistance and model connectivity for Blanding’s turtle (Emydoidea blandingii) over two seasons.
They found that functional connectivity decreased from one season to another, highlighting the
importance of incorporating seasonality to obtain a more realistic picture of functional connectivity.
Seasonal landscape changes and movement propensity are also key drivers in predicting migratory
connectivity. For example, Aikens et al. [75] used the normalized difference vegetation index to
calculate rolling green-up rate estimates over the course of a year. They then modeled mule deer
(Odocoileus hemionus) locations during migration as a function of peak green-up and found migratory
connectivity to be a function of forage habitat dynamics. At these intra-annual scales, modeling dynamic
connectivity can provide a more accurate characterization of connectivity and help address connectivity
challenges such as human-wildlife conflict and barriers to movement and migration (Figure 2c).
Dynamic connectivity implemented at these scales can help preserve demographic processes such as
breeding, recruitment, survival, and ultimately population viability.

Incorporating the dynamics of interannual processes can account for changes in structural
connectivity that occur over longer time periods which also affect functional connectivity.
These processes can include slow, long-term changes in climate; more rapid and permanent changes in
land-use patterns; as well as cyclical or episodic events such as wildfire, floods, or insect outbreaks.
In particular, enhancing connectivity is an oft-cited climate adaptation strategy [76,77]. As such,
the approaches to address climate change dynamics, while still emerging and evolving, have become
prominent over the last decade of connectivity research [78]. Modeling methodologies to address climate
change can broadly be split into functional assessments, often targeting focal species, and structural
approaches. The primary distinction between the two is that species-based approaches attempt to
project connectivity based on anticipated species’ responses to change whereas structural approaches
can be used to identify features that may support connectivity regardless of climate-induced changes
in habitat conditions, or environmental gradients that will minimize exposure to climatic changes [78].

Approaches to address climate change over time have considered dynamism from perspectives
that range from connecting areas of similar or unchanging climate conditions to those that examine
change in habitat or species distributions. Species distribution models and climatic niche models are
among the commonly employed methods to model species-specific functional connectivity under
climate change. For example, Lawler et al. [79] assessed connectivity for 2903 vertebrate species across
North and South America based on projected range shifts from distribution modeling, which they
aggregated into current vector magnitudes to illustrate the directional variance in movement and the
number of species that may need to move through a region. At a finer spatial scale, Fleishman et al. [80]
used species distribution models to evaluate habitat change and connectivity for 50 breeding birds in
the Great Basin, assessing historic and future conditions based on scenarios of projected changes in
climate and land cover variables.

Predicting functional connectivity in future time steps has been a major advancement in quantifying
dynamic systems; however, it often does not account for the sequential interactions that likely occur
among habitat patches in the duration from the current time step to the final time step. Yet, omitting these
interim time steps and using purely spatial metrics may underestimate the actual connectivity patterns
across space and time. For example, Littlefield et al. [81] found that connectivity was underestimated
when assessed for a single future time step compared with using an additional interim time step,
especially for dispersal-limited species, and Martensen et al. [28] found an increase in connectivity
of 30% when spatiotemporal landscape changes were incorporated into their connectivity models.
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More recently, Huang et al. [29] found that in the context of climate change, the amount of reachable
habitat differed when comparing spatiotemporal vs. just spatial connectivity, with spatiotemporal
connectivity enhancing the stepping-stone effect for species expected to experience range contraction.

In contrast to functional approaches, many studies that address connectivity under climate change
have employed structural approaches intended to support range shifts and movement over time without
explicitly modeling focal species, given the inherent uncertainty in modeling niches under change.
For example, Veloz et al. [82] evaluated scenarios of future climate conditions to identify sites that were
likely to have analogous climatic conditions to Wisconsin to support biodiversity under climate change.
To ensure that suitable climatic conditions are reachable as conditions shift, Nunez et al. [83] modeled
connectivity along climatic gradients with a high degree of naturalness, assuming low resistance and
similar climatic conditions would facilitate movement for a wide range of species. Climate refugia,
areas projected to maintain relatively unchanged conditions, have been modeled both from a structural
and species-based functional perspective. For example, Carroll et al. [84] used a coarse-filter approach
to model connectivity among refugia based on climatic and topographic data, whereas Epps et al. [85]
and Morelli et al. [86] both considered the role of connectivity among refugia in supporting the
persistence of individual species (i.e., desert bighorn sheep (Ovis canadensis nelsoni) and Belding’s
ground squirrel (Urocitellus beldingi), respectively).

Often, the most robust assessments combine approaches to examine both functional and structural
connectivity under climate change [87,88]. Whether analyses of future change are focused on minimizing
change, creating stepping stones over time, or facilitating species’ range shifts, considering conditions
under different climate scenarios is one approach to addressing uncertainty in future conditions.
These scenarios may reflect a range of projected outcomes by establishing book-ends that represent
extremes or a suite of models representing the range of variability in potential future conditions.
Landscape dynamics associated with land-use change can be evaluated similarly. For example,
Theobald et al. [89] evaluated the impacts of land-use on forest connectivity in the western U.S.,
documenting the loss of connectivity and forest patches as a result of historic land-use changes and
projecting future losses with continued development.

Cyclical patterns and episodic events that drive landscape dynamics can be incorporated into
connectivity planning with approaches that include projections of event frequency and change, the
likelihood of disturbance, and an evaluation of what parts of the landscape are vulnerable to these
changes. Because the extent and severity of cyclical and episodic events can determine the degree
of impact and rate of recovery, methodological approaches that include the consideration of these
factors may be necessary. For example, Acevedo et al. [90] evaluated optimal networks for snail kites
and roseate terns under worst-case scenarios of drought to maximize life expectancy in an effort to
address a frequent disturbance in the Everglades, despite uncertainties about frequency, severity,
or the interval between droughts. After disturbances, the time until recovery to suitable conditions
may also be important for connectivity analyses. When assessing the impacts of wildfires and post-fire
conditions on resource use by pumas, Jennings et al. [91] considered the time since fire and the number
of fire events. In addition, considering whether the frequency or severity of disturbance events is
changing over time (e.g., fire return interval departure) may be of interest in assessing recovery over
time, particularly as disturbance dynamics shift under climate change.

5. Linking Dynamic Landscape Science to Connectivity Action

Evaluating landscape dynamics to inform connectivity planning can enhance the longevity and
success of associated conservation actions. Specifically, proactive planning can minimize the likelihood
of incurring opportunity costs when additional lands are needed to accommodate dynamic events or
long-term shifts and avoid misplaced investments in connectivity that are not robust to dynamism
across a planning unit. Although incorporating landscape and movement dynamics into analytical
frameworks is a critical first step to establish comprehensive connectivity plans, translating the results
of those analyses into planning and implementation may require additional considerations. In some
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cases, the initial analytical step may suffice to inform implementation. For example, landscape and
movement dynamics that occur over localized spatial extents and shorter durations may not require
targeted planning action beyond modeling dynamics to inform linkage or reserve design. However,
when planning for long-term dynamics where future conditions are uncertain or disturbance dynamics
are unpredictable but can affect ecosystem functioning and connectivity, planning and implementation
may require additional flexibility. The approaches for operationalizing the integration of dynamics in
connectivity planning can be grouped into two contrasting strategies: those that address and account
for dynamism in structural and functional connectivity, and those that target stable refuges or other
areas that are likely to remain relatively unchanged over time.

In cases where incorporating movement or landscape dynamics into connectivity planning
and management is necessary, a number of strategies may facilitate the translation of models and
assessments into action. As connectivity planning and implementation are often components of
landscape-scale conservation planning efforts, many of the same reserve design principles that address
dynamics, accommodate change, and prioritize actions can be applied (e.g., [92,93]). For example,
when the dynamics of disturbance events (e.g., wildfire, flooding) affect landscape structure or
animal movement, establishing redundancy in linkages [94] can allow for alternative movement
routes if conditions in a linkage become temporarily unsuitable. For long-term shifts, considering
complementarity in linkages, where key features of local or regional linkages are added to a network
across multiple land units or linkages, can maximize efficacy and flexibility while establishing priorities
to support dynamic connectivity. However, when those shifts put linkages at risk of being degraded
or lost entirely as a result of permanent change, adjusting connectivity targets may be warranted.
Furthermore, it may be necessary to identify irreplaceable linkages where minimizing the impacts of
landscape dynamics that can lead to the degradation of habitat quality or connectivity value becomes
a long-term management target. In addition to these prioritization strategies, evaluating worst-case
scenarios [90] or thresholds associated with disturbance and change responses relative to different
conservation actions and management options [93] can be critical to establishing networks that are
sustainable both biologically and economically.

Although prioritization and cost-benefit analyses can facilitate the integration of dynamic
considerations into connectivity planning and implementation, the uncertainty of projected future
changes may require additional steps to evaluate implementation options and support decision-making.
Where projected climate or land-use changes may alter the connectivity value, considering
a range of potential future conditions with scenario-based approaches can help communicate the
variability of shifting dynamics to decision-makers. Although evaluating multiple climate scenarios
is common in climate connectivity modeling approaches, the development of connectivity priorities
or implementation plans using scenario planning (sensu [95]) to evaluate potential strategies has
been underappreciated. Nevertheless, prioritizing locations or actions based on consensus among
scenarios, projected rates of change such as climate velocity [96], or the overall likelihood of change
can support decision-making and implementation actions that are robust to the dynamics of these
changes. In particular, prioritizations based on biological metrics such as life expectancy [90] or potential
population persistence (Jennings et al., this issue), may be most effective for setting conservation targets.

Alternatively, connectivity conservation strategies may focus on protecting areas of permanence
that remain relatively static amid a dynamic landscape. Targeting stable connectivity refuges may be
beneficial from a management perspective if such conservation investments limit the need for active
and costly interventions to maintain the status quo. For example, prioritizing the preservation of
climate refugia may enhance the long-term efficacy of conservation investments [97]. In addition,
structural connectivity assessments have identified conservation priorities based on static features of
the landscape, such as the topography or parent geology, which may support or promote movement
regardless of the impacts of climatic changes (e.g., land facets or geodiversity; [87,98,99]). However,
when methods to assess and prioritize the protection of structural connectivity are employed, planning
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and implementation efforts may seek to establish protocols for linkage monitoring and evaluation to
assess and quantify species-specific functional connectivity.

Regardless of the specific strategies employed to implement connectivity with an eye toward the
dynamic nature of ecosystems, an adaptive management approach that incorporates the monitoring
and analysis of implementation actions can support the validation and guide adaptation of planning
and implementation targets [100]. In addition, these data can also inform subsequent conservation and
connectivity decisions based on lessons learned (e.g., [15]).

6. Summary and Conclusions

Ecological systems are inherently dynamic, and although this dynamism is well understood,
representing it in landscape connectivity modeling approaches has been challenging. Historically,
there has been a lack of data on changing landscape variables and fine-scaled species movement data.
In addition, approaches for incorporating dynamics into structural and functional connectivity from
the wide array of spatiotemporal scales have been slow to emerge. However, incorporating dynamics
into landscape connectivity modeling can provide a more relevant understanding of connectivity and
result in more realistic models for conservation and management.

Terrestrial ecologists can look to connectivity research in marine and freshwater systems for
examples and approaches of how to model dynamic processes. In these systems, dynamic connectivity
has been recognized as a primary driver of population dynamics, and has been central to understanding
how species, populations, and communities respond to dynamic environments [43,44]. These examples,
along with the increased availability of no-cost earth observation data and other time series data
(e.g., climate and land-use projections), fine-scaled animal tracking data, and computational capacity,
make modeling dynamic connectivity in terrestrial systems more feasible. We now have the capability
to use a range of data sources and analytical approaches to integrate dynamic perspectives into
connectivity modeling to assess changes in landscapes and movement behaviors. In fact, there are
many emerging examples of dynamic landscape connectivity analyses over a range of spatiotemporal
scales—from fine-scaled hourly dynamics (e.g., [72]), to seasonal dynamics (e.g., [75]), to multi-decadal
interannual dynamics (e.g., [81]).

Even as dynamic connectivity science advances, translating dynamic connectivity into actionable
conservation and management objectives will require considerable effort. In cases where connectivity
is modeled under different scenarios of change, uncertainty may be high, and an approach that
achieves multiple objectives such as redundancy and complementarity of linkages may be needed.
Other dynamic models may reveal links that are relatively stable regardless of surrounding dynamic
processes. In these cases, conservation prioritization may be more straightforward. In either scenario,
monitoring and adaptive management may be necessary over time [100].

Dynamism is a fundamental component of connectivity and integral to the future of connectivity
science. Given widespread habitat loss, land-use change, and fragmentation, connectivity is becoming
a key conservation strategy to maintain biodiversity, and models are needed that better reflect the
inherent dynamism of the natural world. In fact, failing to account for dynamics can lead to biases
in results—either over- or under-estimating connectivity [28,30,81]—and misplaced conservation
investments. Developing more easily accessible analyses and tools to model dynamic connectivity will
facilitate the incorporation of dynamics into more connectivity initiatives, while more examples in the
literature will help dynamism become an intrinsic component of connectivity modeling. Including
connectivity dynamics into conservation prioritization approaches can support a transparent integration
of likely landscape change while enhancing the longevity and success of conservation planning and
implementation efforts.
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